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C. T-. lkell

i:I  S~~~Re ana-'zis of the p-fb.. a-.e of a 1"ock.et-'boos"ed rdss_-,..ie d.--r.ng t.he
bvc-phSe patcn: of its f 'l-- gen any recti'es t=he. one., sso-e a set ofe- aIeous dferemtt-_I eq'ations a wa coficts foz a I.- ,-e-

pSossbe a-nd consecum=etly-,ways an r-eans hav-e beenu developed to acc o¢=1ish h

lijp-!%y j ~ d 4eps co--- _ts of a col-lection of fot- a.pproaches to t=he prob!e
ane- is .p-eseatted -ith the hc _ - that futur-e analysts -wil! not have tto tread the

~sane ground again.
I 'Mie pt-,tc! r eatm- rt oz&inei !:ere -is f cc a crucifor=-mi'ssile-

booster co _ iaticn, co !ete wi'a! th respect to any t-wo n -- _!
v'.1nes pasingz to-gh Vie !ngitea _.npa centerline. -he _,.-i of the
L-thods to unsy=-__eri-ca! configarat'ions is simple si-nce iz mre:ly adds o-
=are eanation. The addiionall volu=e of calculations is anat,-r =attr.

I

Since the Dazer is concerned onl vith the boost phase perfoxzce,
Ithe word ;dsil is used in the text to rnean t;he missile- ooster combination.

n. EE".esf o ,o

Mne eqn"ations of motion for a missile ss=-trical to ""o planes which]

are normal to each other and s ich pass through the longitu dinal centerline
are (See Figure 1):

Norral to Flight Path*

m Vm- = T sin (c<- 6) + D sin -mg cos Y + A c + B I

• Parallel to Flight Path

m Vm - T cos (a(-6 - D cos6 mgP sin Y (2)

Pitch About C.G. of Missile

1 I C" C-C- /0 / - D, -D2 c + E + T xL (3)

q + < ( 4)
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Wind fects

VR - (n)

Vsin (-r ) 6tan =(6)
V +V cos (-X)

4'See list of symbols at end of paper

The assuzmpions underlying these equations ai-e Well known and may be
found in any standard text on airplane stability (e.g., Reference 1, Chap. 10).
One tacit assu=pticn, hvevers is that the missile is roll controlled ith no
cross coupling between directional and roll ranenvers.

I The sizultaneous solution of Equations (1) through (6) vould yield all
the inforation one might desire about the fligJht characteristics of the issile.

JI However, due to the non-linear nature of the aerodynamic coefficients., analytical
Asolution is difficult if not insossible and one is forced to undertake numerical

or analog procedures fcr solutions. The rest of this paper a-il outline tvo

approaches to the complete solution of the equations and two approaches which
Ak by making several assumptions reduce the equations to special cases for specialized

results. Only numrical procedures will be considered since analogs involve spe-
cial techniques too involved for this imited -paper,

I~i. Method of Analysis

A, "Exact" Analysis

It is admitted that any -olution other than analytical ill :ot be
exact. However, by careful and refined numerical procedures one may attain

answers which may be as close to the exact as may be desired for engineering
purposes. In view of this, then, exact is used here to indicate that
numerical solutions will be _btained from Equations (1) through (6) without
making additional assumntions.

There are several numerical methods available (Reference 2) by which
one may obtain solutions to differential equations. The simplest, ar I the
one most often used in boost-phase analysis, is the trapezoidal rule, the
details of which are given in Appendix I.

Actually, the exact analysis is seldom undertaken vince experience
has shown that two simple assumptions lead to a rmeh easier and faster ap-
proach vithout significant loss of accuracy. The ne,4 approach will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

B. Semi-Exact Analysis

The semi-exact analysis is very much like the exact. However, based
on experience and comparative calculations, it is assumed that oscillatory
deviations from the flight path do not affect the velocity of the center of
gravity along the flight path and that E approaches a negligible value
quickly. These assumptions allow one to break the solution of the equa-
tions into two parts: the determiination of the speed-time history alone
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and the solution of the Ditch mnd nor-_l force equations using the speed-
time history. Ziis particuarz technique -vaz used by the C=-rans in their V-2
progra= and has been -erified nue-mou times since.

Assuing that osciliztory changes about. the flight path do not affect
the formard velocity we may rezrite equation (2) (neglecting the wind) as

M  = T-D -= sin-4 (2a)

and since at t (, d= 0 then

go= eo (4a)

' and

rW (T-D) -rg sin E,, (2b)

The procedure is tc solve equaticn (2b) by the trapezoidal rule to
obtab; a speed-time history then substitute the values of V thus obtained
in -uations (1) and (3) which, ta:en with (h), will yield a complete solu-
tion. The results are as accurate as the exact method provided care is
exercised to the same degree.

C. McDonnell Speed-Time History

From the foregoing section it must be clear that an even ftster or
simpler method of obtaining the speed-tine history uould be desirable.
McDornell Aircraft Company -has derived such a method in Reference 3 by ak-ing
the additional assvmption that speed is linear with tire. A small digression
is in order so that the method may be made a little more lucid.

Equation (2b) msy be -ri;ten fully as:

mVm - T - 0.7C pl2s - g o (2c)

where the constant 0.7 is one-half the ratio of specific heats. Since, in
thi s expression, CDo is a complica-d function of Mach number a correct ap-
proach requireb the trial and error procedure of Appendix I. But, recognizing "
that the speed-time history is almost linear and assuming that it is linear,
one may compute the drag for any time. The solution of (2c) is then reduced
to a summation process, and this is the heart of the McDonnell approach.

To apply the McDonnell method one estimates a separation speed and
time. Then assuming that the speed varies linearly with time, one determines
the altitude, pressure and speed of sound at each time. These are combined
to obtain the drag-time history and Equation (2c) is completed. Details are
contained in Appendix II.

The only difficulty in applying the McDonnell approach is in esti-
mating the separation speed but a reliable method for this has been developed
and -Ill be discussed in the next section.

b :-
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D. McCaley ethod for Separation Speed

A reliable estimate for the separation speed is reouired for
Section I11-C and is quite often necessary in evaluating the perfornance
of boosters. A sirnle iterative method has been derived by McCalley
(Reference ) based on an aproach by Walker and Henke (Reference 5).
The equation derived by cCalley is:

Tt

r) K - gt, sine

1 + C.S (Y.)

(mo - 2/3 m) k2Vn

where J and CD are selected for the end Doint or separation condition.
The solution of this equation is, th__,7merely an evaluation of the constants
and iteratin of V to convergence. The details underlying -quation (5) are
contained in Appendix III.

IV. Computation Methods

There are, at APL, three methods of compitation available for ;olution
of these equations, namely, desk calculator, IBM and REAC. Each has its own
peculiar advantages and disadvantages which will not be dwelt on here. Instead,
a brief note as to which is adaptable to the analyses will be considered.

The REAC, an analog computer, could be used with the exact analysis if
enough auxiliary equipment wa.-e available but since such side equipment is not
normally available use of REAC is restricted to the semi-exact. That is, if
speed histories are known, then the rest of the trajectory may be worked. It
should be noted that even this requires a considerable quantity of extra equip-
ment. Since the bulk of this paper is concerned with numerical procedures we
shall let REAC lie on this brief note.

With regard to the numerical procedures it is true that IM can do
exactly the same work that can be done by desk calculators. This statement
does not imply that it is true a priori that IBM is alwa3r the best. There is
no general rule which may be invoked to determine when IBM is preferable to
desk calculation except that when there is a large quantity of calculation
IBM is essential. It should be fairly obvious the IBM machinery would be un-
called for on the McCalley analysis since it is so easily worked by hand. Other-
wise, eal'h case must be decided as it arises.

V. Accuracy

When obtaining numerical solutions to differential equations there is
always some loss of accuracy from the possible analytical solution. This is
more especially true when using the trapezoidal rule which is, from a mathematical
standpoint, rather crude. However, if care is exercised and incremental changes
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kept s=Ml the errors a-re negligible from an engineering standpoint. Therefore,
it will be assum ed that the solution to the "exact" analysis is exact and the
other analyses comnared with it.

The seri-exact analysis yields practically the same r esult as the exact
and consequently the error is negligible. In fact, a check was made against data
measured in an actual flight to check separation speed only and the difference
between calculated and measured end speeds was minute. The details of this check
are contained in Reference (6) for the interested reader.

An error analysis is very difficult to make on the McDonnell approach
to speed-tie histories. Numerical comparison has been made however, and the
results show that the difference between the semi-exact and the YcDonnell speed-
time history is generally less than 2% when the estimated separation speed is
between 2 and h,% in error (Reference 7). For most trajectory analyses the
McDonnell speed-tme history is sufficiently accurate since a small error in
velocity at any given time does not appreciably affect the results.

The McCalley method of computing separation speeds produces errors
up to h.% depending on the Mach number. It appears (Reference 7) that the error
increases -with increasing Mach number, which is not surprising since the method
assumes time-linear drag. Hence, the higher the separation velocity (Fach
number) in a given time the greater the drag deviates from a straight line and
the greater the error.

VI. Application

Now that the various methods are in hand it would seem that a statement
on the uses of each would be in order. Experience has indicated the area of
usefulness to which each is suited and the types of problems which have been en-
contered.

As must be evident, the exact, or since the difference is small, the
semi-exact analysis is called for whenever the interest is in the actual flight
performance of the missile. Either of these will yield time histories of all
of the variables in question which are essential in computing air-loadb, inertia
loads, dispersions, etc. This field f requirements is self-evident and usually

no question will arise as to when to use the full analysis.

If one is interested only in the speed-time history then some conflict
appears as to the better method. In fact, even when making the semi-exact ana-
lysis, the question arises as to whether an approximate speed-time history such

as obtained from the McDonnell method is sufficient for trajectory analysis. It
is the writer's opinion that it is. This opinion is based on the fact that the
aerod4namic coefficients do not, throughout the largest portion of the boost-
phase, change radically with Mach number. Thus if cne has a small speed error at
some step, it is obvious that the forces computed are not greatly different from
the exact. The error generated thusly is more than compensated for by the saving
of time and expense. However, one must judge for himself on this point.

There are times when the separation speed is of the utmost importance.
For example, a certain minimum speed is required for engine starting and there may
be a question as to whether the booster impulse is sufficient to produce this seed.
In such a problem the semi-xact speed history is an absolute must.

_ 4t
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Whenever the problem of booster design arises, there are several ways
to attack it. First, by using the McCal-ey method one may determine a general
area of impulse necessary to reach a given speed, The impulse may then be trans-
lated into more exact speeds by using one of the more refined methods. Further-
more, one may show the effects of changes in the booster and missile parameters
by using the HcCalley equation. Thus, in an initial design study the McCalley
approach is extremely useful in setting approximate boundaries. All of this
presupposes that the propellant characteristics are known or estimable as they
relate to physical dimensions, gas pressures, etc. If one is starting frcm
scratch then a more refined approach such as that developed by Hawley and Fenton
in Reference 8 is required.

VII. Techniquec

There are certain details which arise during the actual calculations
which are sometimes confusing. This section will try to clarify a few of the
more inportant one-;

A. First consideration will be given to wind effects and how these are included
in the various analyses. When using the exact analysis one must account for
the wind at every step. Obviously this amounts to solving Equations (1)
through (6) without modification. It should be apparent that the relative
velocity VR is used in computi-ng the aerodynamic terms. To illustrate, take
Equation (2) a~:d write in full:

myra _ Tcos - CD S cos -mg in(6)

Thus, the Vm refers to acceleration relative to earth while the VR refers
to missile velocity relative to the air.

The semi-exact method may fortunately be handled a little differ-
ently. Since the speed of the ndssile becomes much greater than the -wind in
a very short time then one is justified in neglection of the angle F_ .
Therefore, the only things one must consider is the change in angle of attack
which is defined by

Vw sin (9 -k)
tan Vm + Vw cos (9 -%) (7)

where positive Vw is a headwind in this scalar equation.

In the McDonnell analysis one must assume a velocity history based
on an average acceleration. To compute the drag the relative velocity is
used so that one must add at every time the longitudinal component of the
wind to the speed-time history confuted from the average acceleration.

The McCalley equation makes no provision for wind but it may be
considered that the equation always yields the relative velocity as the
solution. That is, the V obtained by iteratlion already contains a wind
component.
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B. A technice often used by McDonnell is that of calculating everything in the
so-called "s.ant plane". This amounts to rotating the coordinate axes
through the angle go or the original launch angle. There is some simplifica-
tion achieved in this way and in fact by neglecting gravity one may determine
a sort of "universal" trajectory. The principal advantage is in the relative
size of the numbers handled. The details are not important since all that is
required is rotation of the axes.

C. In setting up the McDonnell analysis for solution on IBM equipment, one en-
counters the difficulty of non-linear pressure-altitude or density-altitude
relations. If, however, these relationships are expanded in a Taylor ser'.es
about the altitude of the launching site then by taking the first two terms
the pressure (or density) may be determined approximately in linear form.
It has been found that no substantial error is introduced up to an altitude of
about 5000 ft above the launching site. The same sort of approximation may
be made for the speed of sound.

D. In working the speed histories using the semi-exact analysis and the trape-
zoidal rule it has been found that a sizeable error y be allowed in the
estimated value of V (or as notated in Appendix I, X). The reason for this
is apparent through examination of the following:

.

Let Xt be the correct value of the acceleration at the end of the
next time increment and XE be the estimated value. Then

Xt + AtI A

Xt+ XE+ R
= 2 2t + X_

Xt +XE R

2 + t-+

GG *0

XtXE R

= 2 E t + 2 - + 9 n Zt

2 /t+ Xtt X _t
.G G 2

Xt EAt 2  + xt_1 L t + Xt, + At 2

R At This shows that the value of X is in error by the amount of

At 2 . If At = 0.1 sec and R 100 fb/sec2 then the error in t is

only 0.25 ft with an even smaller change in altitude. The error in the
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Nm=erical !ntegration by Tra ezoid Rule

Assune the folla-Ing equatLon is to be solved

X bI +el +d (1)

where the b, e, and d are, in szeneral, functions of X and t, and that we have
reached the solution of the equation up to sOme t =t .

By extraolating the past history, or by any means availa.bie, one esti-
rates the value of X after sore srmall tize increment, (t - T), as Xt. If the time
incre-ent is smel! enough and the functions behaving smoothly then an average value
of X may be calculated for the interval as:

-- i. + x-
7  "vg (2)

2

Mnen the valaue of YL - It at the end of the interval is approximately

xt + X' t(3)

and the value of X I t is

it = ,vg (t - + +X-C

_ +  (I)" 2(t - 7) + X
- 2

The values of Xt and Xt obtained from Equations (3) and (4) are then multiplied by
b and e, which are selected for t = t and x - xt and added to the value of d.

3lected the same way. The sum thus obtained called the calculated value of Xt
is compared to the estimated value of Xt and if agreement is attained one proceeds
to the next time increment. If agreement is not realized then Xt is estimated again
until the estimated and calculated values of Xt are very nearly the same.

If in Equation (1) b, e and d are constants or are functions of t only
then the process becomes iterative, i.e., the value of Et obtained from calculation
is used as the estimated value of Xt. The process is usually convergent. Obviously,
if b, e and d are constants then an analytical solution is straightforward.
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McDonnell Method of CoxntUting SDeed-Tirie itstories

Assume the followIng:

1. The speed-time history is linear
2. The s6paration speed, Vs
3. The separation time, t s

With these assu mtions one proceeds by calculating an av:ra.e acceleration
as:

Vsavg "t s!

Then compute the speed

V(t) = aaog t + Vo (2)

and the slant range

s(t) = aavg t 2 + Vot + So

The altitude h, is then calculated from S(t) and the speed of sound and pressure
determined as functions of h as follows:

h = S(t) sin - 0  (3)
c - fl(h) (4)
p - f2(h) (5)

The drag, D, as a function of time is then easily found by the following
steps:

V(t)
1. Compute the Mach number M(t) = c
2. Select the drag coefficient corresponding to M(t) at each time

interval.
3. Complete the drag calculation by the following equation:

D(t) - 0.7 % 142S (6)

where the 0.7 is one-half the ratio of specific heats for air.and S is the reference area.

The remainder of the speed history is just a question of evaluating the
following equation and applying the trapezoid rule.

T(t) "D(t)
a(t) = t - (t) - g sin e (7)

'5t
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McCalley Equation

The McCalley equation is based on a method developed by Walker and Henke Jl
wherein the drag is assumed to be linear with time. Under this assumption plus the
additional one that the mass varies linearly with time, Walker obtains the follow-
ing equation: )

T' ln 4(1- +)* s sin 4(1)
V + ) 'IF

where

2 _0_ _ _o  (2)

f% t s + n (1 IF

McCalley' contri buti- comes about by restatng the Walker equation as

-T t s  I (1 -MF
-- ,, I - ) - 9 ts sin 0

Vn+l I T :c§Mf(::Fl ( 0 (3l)

and then expanding the logarithm terms in a series. Taking only the first two
(linear) terms and applying correction factors McCalley derives the following ex-
pression: T ts i

s K, - g ts sin 0

Vn+1  "'D S4)

I 2 K2 Vn

Observation of drag calculations made under more exact conditions has led

to the conclusion that the drag is linear not from t - 0 but from t - 1 sec. This
fact in turn leads to a modification of Equation (4) which is more nearly in keeping
with the physical situation:
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T ts
T t K - g ts sin 8

Vn+l - IY

+ PD S (ts - /

4 ( -o Ki Vn

It should be noted that the value of T shown here is an average one which
will give the proper impulse between t = 0 and t =ts:
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A Aerodyr _mic Coefficient

a - Acceleration, ft/sec2

B Aerodynamic Coefficient

C = Aerodynamic Coefficient

CI  - Aerodynamic Coefficient

c a Speed of sound, ft/sec

D - Drag force, lbs

D 1 Aerodynamic Coefficient

D2  - Aerodynamic Coefficient

d - General Coefficient

E - Aerodynamic Coefficient

e W General Coefficient

G - Defined in Equation (2) of Appendix III

g - Gravitational Constant, ft/sec2

h - Altitude, ft

K, - f, (MF/Mo), Correction Constant

K2  W f 2 (/MFAO), Correction Constant

L - Perpendicular distance from center of gravity of missile to action

line of thrust, ft

M - Mach Number - V/C

m - Mass, slugs

M0  Total Mass at Launch, slugs

M = Mass of useable propellant, slugs

p - Atmospheric pressure, lb/ft2

R - Difference between assumed and true acceleration, ft/sec2

S - Reference Area, ft2

S = 3lant Range, ft

T - Thrust Force, lbs
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t - Time

V a Velocity, ft/sec

X s Distance measured 0) ng launching line, ft

Zero angle of attack drag coefficient

OC Angle of Attack

" Flight Path Angle

- Surface deflection ei-cher by control, deformation or manufacturing

difficulties

6 - Angle between relative wind and flight path

e Angle between missile centerline and reference plane

Angle between reference plane and wind vector

Air Density, slugs/ft 3

Subscripts

E - Estimated Condition

n - Iteration Numbert

m - i.efers to Properties of Missile

0 - Initial Conditions

R - Refers to Conditions relative to Missile

'4 s =Separation Conditions

t - Conditions at Time t

t-l - Conditions at Preceding Time Considered (not necessarily a unit

increment of time such as 1 sec)

Superscripts

Dots - Refer to derivatives with respect to time e.g., X = d
dt

Bars - Refer to vector quantities
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